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ABSTRACT

The outcomes in many competitive tasks depend upon both skill and luck. Behavioral theories on risk taking in tournaments indicate that low-skilled individuals may have incentives to take more risks than high-skilled ones. We build on these theories and suggest, in addition, that when luck is more important in determining outcomes, the increase in risk taking is larger for low-skilled than high-skilled individuals. We test this hypothesis by analyzing stock analysts’ forecasts of companies’ earnings per share under market conditions that vary in volatility and thus imply different levels of luck in outcomes. Specifically, noting that forecasts that deviate widely from the consensus—which is observable by the analyst—potentially carry career-related rewards but also reputational risks, we examine the degree of deviation from consensus exhibited by analysts of different skill levels (measured by both past forecasting accuracy and education) in different market conditions. We find that average deviations from consensus increase as markets become more volatile. At the same time, under conditions of high volatility, low-skilled analysts exhibit larger increases in deviations from consensus than high-skilled analysts. These field data results support our hypothesis based on our risk taking in tournaments. We discuss alternative interpretations such as, for example, self-serving attributions and indicate directions for future research. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Outcomes of many decisions depend on both skill and luck, and illuminating their relative contributions has long attracted attention in the psychological literature (e.g., Atkinson, 1957; Cohen & Dearmaley, 1962; Langer, 1975). Heath and Tversky (1991), for example, have investigated whether greater levels of uncertainty increase risk taking. Our goal in this paper is to contrast agents’ attitudes toward risk under conditions that vary in uncertainty and how changes in such attitudes differ depending on the agents’ skill level. In other words, do low-skilled agents become more or less willing to take risks relative to high-skilled agents when uncertainty increases?

To do this, we study the behavior of stock analysts making forecasts of companies’ earnings per share (EPS). We capture uncertainty (and hence the level of luck in outcomes) by the volatility of the companies’ stock returns, and we measure analyst skill using two proxies. Our primary proxy is the analysts’ track record: the accuracy of their past forecasts. As a second proxy, we use the analysts’ education, specifically, whether they attended top universities. The behavioral risk taking we focus on is the extent to which the analysts’ forecasts deviate from the consensus—which the analysts can observe. As we explain in the succeeding text, these deviations carry potentially important reputational risks as well as rewards for analysts and, as such, provide insight into their attitudes toward risk.

FOLLOWING THE CROWD OR STANDING OUT?

Stock analysts play a key role in collecting, analyzing, and disseminating company information to investors, and making EPS forecasts is an integral part of this process. Much work in finance and accounting shows that analysts’ forecasts provide market-relevant information that can move stock prices (e.g., Clement & Tse, 2003; Gleason & Lee, 2003). The analyst profession is characterized by high monetary stakes and asymmetric payoffs, two features that make this setting resemble a tournament and relevant for studying attitudes toward risk taking. Winners—those relatively few analysts who make accurate forecasts and good stock calls—become stars and garner multimillion dollar pay packages on Wall Street. The rest try to keep their jobs in a highly competitive labor market. Thus, analysts have strong incentives to establish reputations for being “smart”, and making accurate forecasts is important for this (Fang & Yasuda, 2009, 2011; Hong, Kubik, & Solomon, 2000).

On the other hand, because investors value unique viewpoints, analyst “boldness”—saying something different from the crowd—is rewarded, provided, of course, that it is accurate (Hong et al., 2000). For example, when in 2007 Meredith Whitney bucked the trend and downgraded banking stocks to “sell” (in hindsight the right call), she won star status and a loyal following among investors. In this context, the “boldness” of an analyst’s forecast can be measured, as in the literature, by its deviation from the consensus, which the analyst can observe because forecasts are published and not made simultaneously. In the finance and economics literature, deviation from the consensus is often referred to as anti-herding or exaggeration. In contrast, herding refers to the tendency for agents to mimic their peers (Avery & Chevalier,
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analyze. Empirically, an extensive body of work uses analysts to fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally. Second, as John Maynard Keynes wrote in the own forecast (Scharfstein & Stein, 1990; Trueman, 1994).

When analysts differ in skill, reputational concern predicts that low-skilled analysts will have an incentive to herd for two reasons. First, almost by definition, low-skilled analysts do not have insights that are superior to the rest; thus, the consensus may simply be more accurate than the analyst’s own forecast (Scharfstein & Stein, 1990; Trueman, 1994). Second, as John Maynard Keynes wrote in the General Theory, “Worldly wisdom teaches that it is better for reputation to fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally” (Keynes, 1965, p. 158). Similarly, literature in decision making suggests that relying on “the wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki, 2004) by following the consensus is probably the most advisable strategy for decision makers who lack information about the event to be forecast (Armstrong, 2001; Clemen, 1989; Hogarth & Karelaia, 2007; Karelaia, 2006; Larrick, Mannes, & Soll, 2011).

On the other hand, a bold call may not be so risky for high-skilled analysts whose views might be justified by access to specific information or a unique insight. In addition, Heath and Tversky (1991, p. 8) argue that “competence or expertise . . . helps people take credit when they succeed and sometimes provides protection against blame when they fail.” That is, experts can, on occasion, attribute failure to chance whereas attributing success to knowledge.

In sum, making bold forecasts is a risky move, particularly for low-skilled analysts. Thus, reputational concerns imply that low-skilled analysts would be more prudent than their more knowledgeable peers by making forecasts that deviate less from the consensus. Theories on competition in tournaments, however, make a different prediction.

RISK TAKING IN CONTESTS

As discussed previously, the analyst profession is a competitive labor market with high monetary stakes and asymmetric payoffs. A small set of successful analysts (either by skill or by luck) make millions of dollars per year, whereas the rest try to hang on to their jobs. For example, a key indicator of success for an analyst is to be named an all-star analyst by institutional investors such as mutual funds and hedge funds through opinion polls. The influential Institutional Investor magazine conducts one such poll and awards the so-called “All-American” title to the winners. Fewer than 8% of all analysts ever attain the All-American title, and fewer than 2% ever get named as the top analyst in his or her industry (Fang & Yasuda, 2009, 2011). The average All-American makes $1.5m a year, three times the compensation of the average senior analyst (with over 5 years of experience). Some top analysts are reported to make $15–20m per year.

Thus, this set-up is similar to the tournament or contest paradigm where agents’ rewards depend on their performance relative to competitors. Various scholars have suggested that in such contests, players can enhance their chances of success by increasing the variability of their responses. March (1991, p. 83) states that, “In competition to achieve relatively high positions, variability plays a positive effect.” Gaba, Tsetlin, and Winkler (2004) show theoretically that a riskier performance distribution is preferred in contests with a low as opposed to high proportion of winners. As Gaba et al. (2004) suggest, increasing variability is possible in many types of contests. For example, an academic seeking tenure can choose to work on a potentially high-impact but harder—and thus riskier—problem. Financial analysts can adopt riskier forecasting strategies by deviating further from consensus.

How does skill affect risk taking in contests? Tsetlin, Gaba, and Winkler (2004) compare “weak” and “strong” agents—as defined by past performance—in various multi-round contests. They show that to maximize the probability of a positive outcome, weak agents should maximize the variability of their performance distribution (i.e., take more risks), whereas strong agents should minimize it (i.e., pursue a low-risk strategy). In a similar vein, Cabral (2003) models R&D races where firms compete to develop new products and shows that contestants with poor past performance should prefer high-risk strategies, whereas their better performing peers should be more prudent.

These results suggest that, in a competitive environment, low-skilled analysts might have an incentive to take more risks—that is, to make forecasts that deviate more from the consensus—than their high-skilled peers. Such a high-variance strategy will at least give them a bigger chance of standing out from the crowd, which is associated with large rewards (if they are lucky and ex post “correct”). Indeed, some empirical evidence corroborates this idea. Mutual fund managers who lag behind their competitors in a given period have been observed to increase the riskiness of their portfolios in the next period in attempts to outperform competitors (Chevalier & Ellison, 1997). Similarly, Denrell and Fang (2010) use data from the Wall Street Journal survey of economic forecasts to illustrate that poor forecasters make more extreme predictions and, as a result, ex post are overrepresented among those who are able to see “the next big thing”.

INTERACTION BETWEEN SKILL AND UNCERTAINTY

The aforementioned discussions indicate that low-skilled analysts may deviate more or less from consensus than their high-skilled peers. On the one hand, research on reputation
casts are inaccurate by low-skilled analysts are highly salient, and if these forecasts are inaccurate—which is likely—deviations will be costly because they are easily characterized as foolish. In these conditions, there is little incentive to issue extreme forecasts that deviate a lot from consensus. On the other hand, in volatile markets, extreme predictions are far less salient per se and thus, for low-skilled analysts, easier to defend—to themselves or others.

For high-skilled analysts, we would also expect increasing deviations from consensus as market volatility increases. However, because their judgments involve more skill than their low-skilled colleagues, we would not expect disproportionately large increases in deviations from consensus when uncertainty rises. The following hypothesis summarizes our reasoning.

Hypothesis: Compared with highly skilled analysts, low-skilled analysts exhibit a greater increase in their deviation from consensus in high-uncertainty periods relative to low-uncertainty periods.

As we point out in the Discussion section, this hypothesized effect is consistent with various alternative explanations. It is important to note, however, that deviations from consensus also capture the variability in analysts’ forecasts. How might variability differ among low-skilled and high-skilled analysts in periods of low and high market volatility? Research in psychology (in both field and laboratory settings) suggests that the variability in human predictive judgments matches the variability experienced in the environment (Brehmer, 1976). This matching hypothesis suggests two effects. First, we would expect greater variability in predictions in periods of high as opposed to low volatility for both skill types. Second, because low-skilled analysts generally know less than high-skilled analysts, we expect that, as a group, the forecasts of the former will exhibit more variability than those of the latter. That is, there should be more variability in the forecasts of low-skilled analysts compared with high-skilled analysts, in conditions of both low and high market volatility. What the matching hypothesis does not predict is that in high-volatility conditions, we will observe additional variability by low-skilled analysts.

The existing literature has not considered how analysts’ degree of deviation from consensus changes when the volatility of financial markets—and thus uncertainty—increases. The domain of financial analysts provides a unique opportunity to use field data to investigate the interactive effect of uncertainty and analysts’ skill on their deviation from consensus. We use an extensive dataset to test our hypothesis that heightened uncertainty in the environment triggers a greater behavioral change—as measured by deviation from consensus—in low-skilled analysts as compared to their high-skilled peers. Our dataset includes all quarterly EPS forecasts made by 4732 stock analysts from 1990 to 2009 for all US stocks covered by these analysts. Using two measures of analyst skill—the track record of past forecast accuracy (over the past 3 years) and education—our main prediction is validated, namely, low-skilled analysts (those with poor past track records or those who did not attend prestigious universities) exhibit larger increases in deviations from consensus in volatile relative to calm markets as compared with high-skilled analysts.

Our results on the interaction between uncertainty and skill in forecasting provide a threefold contribution. First, we add to the literature on judgment and decision making under uncertainty by showing the interplay of uncertainty and skill using large-scale field data. Second, we contribute to the literature on behavior in contests since financial analysts operate in an environment characterized by fierce competition. Third, this study enriches the finance literature on the behavior of high-skilled and low-skilled analysts by demonstrating that uncertainty (as measured by market volatility) plays an important role in distinguishing the quality of forecasts issued by the two types.

**METHOD**

**Data**

We used quarterly EPS forecast data from I/B/E/S for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 December 2009. We performed data preprocessing steps common in the literature that uses this type of data (e.g., Clement & Tse, 2005; Hilary & Menzly, 2006; Hong et al., 2000). In particular, we only kept forecasts made during the same quarter of the company announcement. We removed forecasts reported after the company announcement. All actual and predicted quarterly EPS were divided by the average stock price of the company during the quarter and multiplied by 100. Hence, all EPS, forecasted and actual, were “dollars earned/lost per 100 dollars”. We only used company quarters if the average stock price during the quarter is more than five dollars, and we only used the last EPS forecast of each analyst in each quarter. We also controlled for the number of days left from the time of this last company forecast of the analyst in the quarter till the company announcement date. Finally, we removed outliers defined as company quarters for which at least one analyst had a forecast error larger than 40 (hence, more than 40 dollars per 100 dollars)—which was the 99th percentile of the maximum forecast error during a calendar quarter.

Definitions of the variables used in the analysis appear in Table 1. We defined “deviation-from-consensus” as the absolute difference between an analyst’s EPS forecast and the mean EPS forecasts made prior to this analyst’s forecast during the same quarter for the same firm. In other words, it is the distance between an analyst’s forecast and the consensus that the analyst can observe at the time of making his or her own forecast.

To have reliable estimates of deviation-from-consensus, we only considered company quarters where we had at least five analysts, as also done in the literature (e.g., Hilary &
Table 1. Definitions of variables (in alphabetic order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAYS(_i)</td>
<td>The number of days between the last forecast of analyst (i) for company (c) in calendar quarter (t), (namely (FEPS_i^{(c,t)})) and the date of the company announcement, (EPS_c), in that quarter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVCI(_i)</td>
<td>The absolute deviation from consensus of analyst (i) in calendar quarter (t) for company (c) defined as (DEVCI_i =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Deviation(_i)</td>
<td>Defined as (HMEAN_{DEVCI_i}^{(c,t)} - LMEAN_{DEVCI_i}^{(c,t)}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS(_i)</td>
<td>Actual EPS announced by company (c) at the end of quarter (t). It is divided by the average stock price of company (c) during quarter (t) and multiplied by 100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP(_i)</td>
<td>This is the number of calendar quarters for which analyst (i) has been in the data until time (t).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEPS(_i)</td>
<td>The last forecasted EPS of analyst (i) for company (c) at calendar quarter (t). It is scaled by the average stock price of company (c) during quarter (t) and multiplied by 100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERR(_i)</td>
<td>The absolute forecast error of analyst (i) for company (c) in calendar quarter (t) defined as (FERR_i =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSIZE(_i)</td>
<td>The logarithm of the market capitalization (average quarterly stock price (x) number of shares outstanding) of company (c) in quarter (t).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN_FERR(_i)</td>
<td>The average forecast error of analyst (i) across all companies followed by that analyst between calendar quarters (t) and (s), including quarters (t) and (s). Time index 0 is for the first quarter and (T) for the very last quarter (of the analyst in this case). For example (MEAN_{FERR}(t-1)(t-1)) is the average error across companies followed of analyst (i) during quarter (t-1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN_DEVCI(_i)</td>
<td>(MEAN_{DEVCI_i}) is the average absolute deviation from consensus of analyst (i) across all companies followed by that analyst between calendar quarters (t) and (s) including quarters (t) and (s). For example, (MEAN_{DEVCI_i}) is the average of analyst (i) across companies she or he followed during quarter (t). (LMEAN_{DEVCI_i}) is the same but averaged only across low-uncertainty (UNC) quarters, whereas (HMEAN_{DEVCI_i}) is averaged only across high-uncertainty (UNC) quarters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_i) and SN(_i)</td>
<td>The number of analysts forecasting for company (c) in calendar quarter (t) and the number of companies analyst (i) follows in quarter (t), respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILL(_i)</td>
<td>Our main proxy for the skill of analyst (i). It is the average forecast error of the analyst, (FERR_i), over all companies (c) and over all quarters over the past 3 years (12 quarters), that is (SKILL_i = -MEAN_{FERR}(t-1)(t-1)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC(_i)</td>
<td>A dummy that is 1 if uncertainty is high and 0 otherwise. Uncertainty is the standard deviation of the daily stock returns of company (c) during quarter (t). UNC(_i) is 1 if the standard deviation is in the top 20% of the standard deviations of all previous quarters of company (c).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Menzly, 2006; Hong et al., 2000). Varying this threshold did not alter the results qualitatively. We defined the forecast error of an analyst for a company in a quarter to be the absolute difference between the forecasted and actual EPS. Means, standard deviations, and correlations of the main variables appear in Table 2.

Measures

Skill

Although skill is not directly measurable, it is reflected in an analyst’s track record—how accurate she or he has been in the past. Following a large body of existing literature, we used the accuracy of an analyst’s past forecasts as a proxy for the analyst’s skill (e.g., Clement & Tse, 2005; Cooper, Day, & Lewis, 2001; Fang & Yasuda, 2009). Specifically, we used the negative of the mean absolute forecast error (so the higher, the more skill) of the analyst over the previous 12 quarters available for this analyst, namely \(SKILL_i = -MEAN_{FERR}(t-1)(t-1)\). By considering a rolling 12-quarter time window of performance, we allowed for skill to change slowly over time. Using longer lengths of time, including the average error because the very first time an analyst appears in the dataset, namely \(SKILL_{12} = -MEAN_{FERR}(0(-1))\), led to similar results. The correlation between consecutive nonoverlapping 12-quarter windows of SKILL was .32, indicating that there was a persistent, analyst-level effect in this measure, consistent with previous literature (e.g., Clement & Tse, 2003; Fang & Yasuda, 2009). In the analysis in the succeeding text, we only used data from

Table 2. Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean Median</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25th 75th</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
<td>7 8 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Actual EPS, (EPS_i)</td>
<td>.94 1.00</td>
<td>5.28 .42 1.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Forecasted EPS, (FEPS_i)</td>
<td>1.05 1.03</td>
<td>4.21 .47 1.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Forecast error, (FERR_i)</td>
<td>.40 .10</td>
<td>1.51 .03 2.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deviation-from-consensus, (DEVCI_i)</td>
<td>.21 .05</td>
<td>1.00 .02 .15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Analysts’ experience, (EXP_i)</td>
<td>26.90 23.00</td>
<td>13.14 17.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Analysts’ skill, (SKILL_i)</td>
<td>31.93 32.05</td>
<td>.44 31.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Number of analysts per stock, (N_i)</td>
<td>11.30 9.00</td>
<td>7.13 6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Number of stocks per analyst, (SN_i)</td>
<td>11.06 10.00</td>
<td>7.47 6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Days before EPS announcement, (DAYS_i)</td>
<td>43.66 56.00</td>
<td>23.36 21.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Log of market capitalization, (LSIZE_i)</td>
<td>14.57 14.45</td>
<td>1.49 13.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD, standard deviation; EPS, earnings per share. The data include 429,515 unique analyst-company-quarter observations, 79,822 unique company-quarter observations, 75,717 unique analyst-quarter observations, and 47,32 unique analysts. *\(p < .01\).
analysts for whom we had at least 12 quarters of data (so that \textit{SKILL} can be estimated) and at least one quarter of data for each particular company (so that past short-term company specific performance and deviation-from-consensus could be used as control variables).

\textbf{Uncertainty}

We measured the degree of uncertainty about a firm during a quarter as the standard deviation of the daily stock returns of that company during the quarter. This is a firm-level measure that changes every quarter, as opposed to a market-level measure such as overall market volatility. We used this measure because analysts make forecasts for firm-specific EPS, and the relevant forecasting environment should capture the uncertainty in that firm’s prospects. This firm-specific measure more accurately reflects the level of uncertainty commonly faced by those analysts making forecasts for that firm and allows for more variation than a measure of market-level volatility. To compare analysts’ behavior under low and high uncertainty, we defined high-uncertainty company quarters those when the standard deviation of the daily returns of the company’s stock was within the top 20\% of the standard deviations of daily returns for that company in all previous quarters (see Table 1, variable \textit{UNC}). Our results are robust to changes of this 20\% threshold and also hold if we use the continuous measure of actual standard deviation instead of the dummy variable measure \textit{UNC}.

\textbf{RESULTS}

\textbf{Interaction between uncertainty and skill}

We first note that the mean across companies and quarters of the standard deviation of the analysts’ (company-quarter) forecasts (\textit{FEPS}) was .16 for the low-uncertainty quarters and .34 for the high-uncertainty quarters. This implies that when uncertainty is high, the overall variability across forecasts is greater. In turn, the larger variance across forecasts in high-volatility periods indicates that analysts exhibit more divergent opinions in such times, consistent with the matching hypothesis (Brehmer, 1976).

To examine the interactive effect of uncertainty and skill on analysts’ deviations-from-consensus, we used multi-variate analyst-company fixed-effect regressions. In Model 1, we used skill (proxied by past accuracy) as the key explanatory variable. In Model 2, we added uncertainty (proxied by stock-level return volatility) and the interaction of skill and uncertainty. In both models, we included a number of controls that past research identified as potentially relevant to analysts’ deviations-from-consensus. First, previous studies suggest that analysts with longer careers in the industry might take more risk by deviating from consensus because they face fewer reputational and career concerns than less experienced analysts (e.g., Chevalier & Ellison, 1999; Clement & Tse, 2005; Hong et al., 2000). We thus controlled for analysts’ overall experience, \textit{EXPi} (using company-specific experience, instead, does not alter the results). Second, we included the previous period deviation-from-consensus and forecast accuracy, \textit{DEVCi-1} and \textit{FEPRi-1}, to control for the possibility that analysts change their behavior as a reaction to their poor performance in the previous period (e.g., Clarke & Subramanian, 2006; Hilary & Menzly, 2006). Third, we controlled for the number of companies each analyst follows, \textit{SNi}, because analysts with large portfolios may be more likely to deviate from consensus (Clement & Tse, 2005). Fourth, consistent with previous research using similar data (e.g., Hilary & Menzly, 2006), we controlled for the amount of information available to the market for a particular firm by including the timing of forecast, \textit{DATSc}, the size of the firm, \textit{LSIZEc}, and the number of analysts making forecasts for the firm, \textit{NC} (see Table 1 for definitions). Finally, we included a full set of year dummies. The full model tested is

\[
\text{DEVCi} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{SKILLi} + \beta_2 \text{UNCi} + \beta_3 (\text{SKILLi} \times \text{UNCi}) + \beta_4 \text{FERRi} + \beta_5 \text{DEVCi-1} + \beta_6 \text{SNi} + \beta_7 \text{NC} + \beta_8 \text{i} + \epsilon_i
\]

where \textit{DTIME} is a dummy for each year (from 1990 to 2009), \textit{\epsilon_i} is the analyst-firm fixed effect, and \textit{\epsilon_i} is the error term. In all models, standard errors were adjusted for clustering by analysts and firms because observations are independent across clusters but not necessarily within clusters. Estimating Fama–Macbeth regressions (Fama & MacBeth, 1973) instead does not alter the results.

The results are displayed in Table 3. First, skill had a negative and statistically significant effect, suggesting that, on

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
 & Model 1 & Model 2 \\
\hline
\text{SKILLi} & -.12* & -.08* \\
& (-6.54) & (-4.57) \\
\text{UNCi} & 7.11* & (8.35) \\
\text{SKILLi} \times \text{UNCi} & -.22* & (-8.26) \\
\text{EXPi} & .01* & .01* \\
& (7.75) & (6.89) \\
\text{FERRi} & .09* & .09* \\
& (8.82) & (8.71) \\
\text{DEVCi-1} & -.06 & -.06 \\
& (-1.59) & (-1.57) \\
\text{SNi} & .00* & .00* \\
& (4.73) & (4.47) \\
\text{NC} & .01* & .01* \\
& (32.86) & (31.93) \\
\text{DATSc} & -.00* & -.00* \\
& (-23.82) & (-23.61) \\
\text{LSIZEc} & -.27* & -.26* \\
& (-28.80) & (-28.22) \\
\text{Intercept} & 7.80* & 6.41* \\
& (11.98) & (10.08) \\
\hline
\text{N} & 429,515 & 429,515 \\
\text{R}^2 & 0.561 & 0.562 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Regression analyses predicting deviation from consensus}
\end{table}

\textit{Dependent variable is a deviation from consensus \textit{DEVCi}. Entries are coefficients from fixed-effect (analyst-company) regressions. Robust t-statistics are provided in parentheses. Standard errors are deflated for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. Time dummies are included. *p < .01.}
average, low-skilled analysts deviate from consensus more than their highly skilled peers. This is consistent with the literature on contests (e.g., Tsetlin et al., 2004). Second, uncertainty had a positive and statistically significant effect, suggesting that in times of high uncertainty deviation-from-consensus increases for all analysts. This result is consistent with the past research on financial analysts (Song, Kim, & Won, 2009) and the matching hypothesis (Brehmer, 1976).

Third, and most important, the interactive effect of skill and uncertainty on deviation-from-consensus was negative and statistically significant, providing support for our main hypothesis that low-skilled analysts increase their deviation-from-consensus more when uncertainty increases.

To interpret this interaction, we plotted the values of deviation-from-consensus—as predicted by our model—at high (one standard deviation above mean) and low (one standard deviation below the mean) values of analysts’ skill, following the methodology suggested by Aiken and West (1991). For comparison, we also included the predicted values of deviation-from-consensus evaluated at the mean level of analysts’ skill. For each level of skill, we calculated the predicted values of deviation-from-consensus (y-axis) for low-uncertainty and high-uncertainty (x-axis). Control variables were entered in this calculation at their mean level, except for the dummy variables for each year that were entered at the value of zero. As Figure 1 also shows, the effect of uncertainty on analysts’ deviation-from-consensus was stronger for low-skilled analysts.

To further analyze the interaction, we tested analogous regression models on the two subgroups of analysts: a group with skill below the median (32.05) and a group with skill equal to or superior than the median. The analyses confirmed that the positive relationship between uncertainty and deviation from consensus was stronger for low-skilled analysts (N=228,462, b=.13, t=12.23, p <.001) than for their highly skilled peers (N=201,053, b=.05, t=12.13, p <.001); the F-test for coefficient equality showed that the probability of the two coefficients being equal was less than .001. Thus, compared with their more skilled peers, low-skilled analysts exhibit larger increases in deviation-from-consensus in high-uncertainty periods relative to low-uncertainty periods.

**Further tests**

**Length of career**

As a robustness check, we repeated the same analysis for analysts with longer and shorter experiences. We expected the main result to hold in both populations. As suggested by previous work (e.g., Chevalier & Ellison, 1999; Hong et al., 2000), analysts with more experience (“older” analysts) may have fewer reputational and career concerns than younger ones. Hence, we would expect that the interaction of skill and uncertainty might be more pronounced for the older analysts. These additional analyses revealed that for both younger (the analysts at the bottom quartile in terms of years of experience) and older analysts (the analysts at the top quartile in terms of years of experience), the interaction was negative and statistically significant (N=40,118, b=−.12, t=−2.08, p <.05 for younger analysts and N=29,167, b=−.26, t=−3.36, p <.001 for older analysts), thereby supporting our main result. The significance level of the effect for older analysts was larger than for younger ones (t=−3.36 vs. t=−2.08), but the difference between the interaction coefficients was not statistically significant (p <.12, F-test), suggesting that factors other than reputational and career concerns might be affecting analysts’ behavior.

**Education as a proxy for skill**

In the aforementioned analysis, we used past forecast accuracy to proxy for analysts’ skill. As an additional robustness test, we repeated our analyses using a different measure. Specifically, we used educational data because empirical research suggests that scholastic aptitude is correlated with unobserved “ability”. For example, mutual fund managers with higher SAT (a standardized test for college admissions in the US) scores outperform managers with lower scores (Chevalier & Ellison, 1999). Education data—university or postgraduate degree information—were available for a subsample of 1913 analysts. Because we do not have individual SAT scores and because average SAT scores of schools change from year to year, we used as an alternative proxy of skill whether the analyst attended an Ivy League college, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), or Stanford. Aggregate statistics show that the average SAT scores of students in Ivy League colleges, MIT, and Stanford are about 200 points higher than those in other top 50 universities (see, e.g., http://www.satscores.us/).

Hence, we repeated our main analysis, presented in Table 3, using this proxy of skill and following the exact same econometric specifications.

Table 4 displays the results of this analysis. The results replicate those presented in Table 3. The interaction of skill—proxied by education—and market uncertainty was negative and marginally significant at p =.064, suggesting that analysts who attended high-ranking schools did exhibit somewhat smaller increases in deviation-from-consensus when volatility increased. The weaker statistical significance compared to our main test (Table 3) indicates that education is a noisy proxy of skill.

**Using differential deviation to predict future performance**

Our results suggest that, compared with high-skilled analysts, low-skilled analysts exhibit greater increases in
deviation-from-consensus in volatile relative to calm markets. Does this differential deviation add incremental value—after controlling for analysts’ past performance (i.e., past accuracy)—in predicting their future forecasting performance? After all, one main objective for investors is to assess the predictive value of this differential deviation, for analysts at benchmark skill levels. We estimated a model with only differential deviation to allow for risk control, suggesting that differential deviation predicts forecasting accuracy above and beyond past performance. We also note that when both variables are included to predict future performance (Model 3), their magnitude and statistical significance do not change substantially.

**DISCUSSION**

We studied risk taking of stock analysts under market conditions that vary in volatility and thus imply different levels of luck in outcomes. We characterized the degree of risk that analysts take by the extent to which their forecasts deviate from consensus than in calm markets. Importantly, although all analysts’ forecasts are more dispersed when markets are volatile, our results revealed that the differential deviation from consensus is larger than the corresponding deviation exhibited by high-skilled analysts.

**Table 4. Replicating main results using education as skill proxy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elite_School</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−1.72)</td>
<td>(−1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite_School*UNC</td>
<td>−0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−1.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.66)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERR</td>
<td>.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(24.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYS</td>
<td>−0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−15.78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSIZE</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−26.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.42*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(26.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable is a deviation from consensus DEVIC. Entries are coefficients from fixed-effect (analyst-company) regressions. Robust t-statistics are provided in parentheses. Standard errors are deflated for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. Time dummies are included. *p < .01, **p = .064.

**Table 5. Regression analyses predicting forecast accuracy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKILL</td>
<td>−.28*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−8.18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential_Deviation</td>
<td>−.14*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−5.88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>.03*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15.84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERR</td>
<td>.04*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7.60)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>.00*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.01*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17.87)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYS</td>
<td>.00*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSIZE</td>
<td>−.56*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−4.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>17.00*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable is a forecast error FERR. Entries are coefficients from fixed-effect (analyst-company) regressions. Robust t-statistics are provided in parentheses. Standard errors are deflated for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. Time dummies are included. *p < .01.
Theoretical contribution
Our result on the interaction between skill and uncertainty in forecasting provides an important contribution to different streams of research. First, our findings extend knowledge on human judgment and behavior under uncertainty. For example, Heath and Tversky (1991) provided experimental evidence of a so-called competence effect whereby individuals prefer ambiguous alternatives when they feel competent about the source of uncertainty. Our research, based on large-scale field data, suggested an extension of this finding. We showed that, under competitive remuneration schemes, higher uncertainty leads to low-skilled individuals exhibiting even greater risk taking than their more skilled (i.e., competent) peers. Moreover, the interaction we observed between skill and uncertainty refines our understanding of the main effects of the latter. For example, this interaction would not be predicted by the matching hypothesis (Brehmer, 1976) nor would one anticipate it by considering the “hard–easy” effect in judgments of relative self-competence (Moore & Healy, 2008). This holds that people tend to overestimate their competence relative to others in easy situations but underestimate this in difficult tasks. In other words, people implicitly take more relative risk when tasks are easy. If anything, our results run counter to this implication. That is, whereas we did not measure self-assessed competence per se, we note that forecasting is more difficult in times of high volatility, and yet this is when low-skilled analysts exhibit more boldness in their forecasts—that could indicate more relative overconfidence.

Second, our research provides a theoretical and methodological contribution to the literature that models human judgment. Specifically, researchers have shown how accuracy across a set of judgments is affected by both the variability of the predictions made by individuals and the level of environmental uncertainty (Karelaia & Hogarth, 2008; Lee & Yates, 1992). In this paper, we also considered the interrelation between accuracy and the variability of judgments. However, in contrast to previous research, we showed that past long-term accuracy (i.e., our primary measure of skill) affects judgmental variability and that this effect differs as a function of skill and the variability of the prediction environment.

Third, our research also provides insights on behavior in contests. That is, the situation we studied can be characterized as a tournament where analysts compete for financial compensation and professional recognition, and “winners” and “losers” are determined by both skill and luck. Previous literature has suggested that, in such settings, risk-taking behavior differs between individuals with low and high skills (Tsetlin et al., 2004). Specifically, the former take more risk in attempts to outperform their stronger competitors (Chevalier & Ellison, 1997). Our finding that low-skilled analysts deviate more from consensus than their highly skilled peers is consistent with this literature. Moreover, our main empirical result that low-skilled analysts exhibit greater increase in deviation-from-consensus when market volatility increases is also consistent with experimental evidence from market-entry contests where payoffs are determined by relative performance (e.g., Camerer & Lovallo, 1999). In one such study, Karelaia and Hogarth (2010) investigated the effects of a random perturbation of relative performance rankings. They found that low-skilled participants took greater risk by entering the market more in the presence as opposed to absence of this factor. That is, the participants with less skill were more risk seeking when randomness played a greater role. Our empirical findings replicate this experimental result on increased risk taking by unskilled individuals when relative performance of contestants is more affected by random factors.

Finally, our work also contributes to studies in finance on the behavior of high-skilled and low-skilled analysts (Clarke & Subramanian, 2006; Easterwood & Nutt, 1999; Friesen & Weller, 2006; Hilary & Menzly, 2006). Although much research already considers the interplay of analysts’ skill and herding behavior (e.g., Clement & Tse, 2005; Hong et al., 2000), we are among the first to examine the moderating effect of market conditions. By considering skill, we also augment the results of Song et al. (2009) who documented the effect of market conditions (specifically, the uncertainty about companies’ earnings) on analysts’ deviation from consensus. Importantly, our work is distinct from the existing literature on financial analysts’ behavioral biases. For example, Hilary and Menzly (2006) studied the short-term dynamics of analysts’ forecasts and showed that analysts become overconfident after a series of accurate forecasts, leading to greater deviation-from-consensus and lower accuracy in the short-term. Our work differs by considering past forecast accuracy over a long period, as opposed to the recent past. The long-term track record is more likely to reflect analysts’ skill independent of short-term behavioral biases such as overreaction.

Limitations and future directions
Our work is subject to limitations that suggest opportunities for future research. First, whereas deviating from consensus forecasts implies reputational and career risks for financial analysts, the upside of outperforming peers by providing more extreme forecasts—if they turn out to be correct ex post—is also substantial. However, one might still question whether deviating from consensus implies explicit risk taking because, psychologically, analysts may not necessarily experience this as risky. Future research should address this issue by assessing analysts’ perceptions of the riskiness of different strategies.

Second, we based our hypothesis on the idea that, compared with their high-skilled counterparts, low-skilled analysts have much to lose by issuing extreme forecasts when market conditions are calm but less when conditions are volatile. In the latter, their behavior is similar to buying lottery tickets with highly skewed payoffs. That is, although success is unlikely for almost all low-skilled analysts, such behavior may increase their chances of “winning” the professional contest (Cabrall, 2003; Tsetlin et al., 2004). Nonetheless, other reputation-related issues should also be investigated in future research. Prendergast and Stole (1996) suggest that people who desire to establish reputations for being quick learners—that is, those who learn and respond to new information—may end up exaggerating their information and making long shots. For example, an executive who does not change the course of action established by her predecessor may be viewed as lacking initiative. Thus,
her incentives are to “overact”. Similarly, in volatile markets, where information is arriving at a fast pace, there are strong incentives for low-skilled financial analysts to exaggerate—by making outlandish forecasts—to establish a reputation for effective learning.

On a related note, literature on self-serving attributions can provide an alternative explanation for our results. In particular, self-serving attribution bias implies that people take individual credit for success but blame failure on external causes (Heider, 1976). In Western cultures, this and other illusions help satisfy the need to maintain positive self-views (Heine, Lehman, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999). It can be argued that when market volatility is high and luck is important in affecting outcomes, the risk of damaging self-image by failing after making outlandish calls is reduced—because uncontrollable events can be used to explain poor performance. In other words, market uncertainty provides external reasons to dissipate self-doubts as well as manage professional reputation in case of failure. Because low-skilled analysts lack demonstrated expertise that might protect them from negative attributions (Dodgson & Wood, 1998; Heath & Tversky, 1991), these additional possible explanations should be more important than for high-skilled analysts. Thus, in striving to demonstrate high performance relative to peers, low-skilled analysts will take even more risk in the periods of high volatility than their high-skilled counterparts.

Importantly, our hypothesis assumes that to reach their reputational goals, analysts take rational, calculated reputational risks—by choosing whether to make outlandish forecasts. On the other hand, an alternative explanation is that forecasting is more difficult for all analysts when market uncertainty is high—that is, they all “know” less in such conditions. Consistent with the matching hypothesis (Brehmer, 1976), greater variability in judgment reflects more variability in the environment. The finding that the difference in deviation-from-consensus between low-skilled and high-skilled analysts is amplified when markets become more volatile could simply mean that low-skilled analysts do their best in volatile markets but do not know any better. Although our empirical results support our hypothesis, our data did not allow for explicit tests of the mechanisms. Further research—both experimental and empirical—is needed to explicate the processes underlying our findings.

Finally, our conclusions are based on the behavior of financial analysts. In common with many other professions, the tasks of financial analysts are competitive and outcomes depend on both skill and luck. A natural question, therefore, is to specify boundary conditions. Do the same types of skill x luck interactions occur in other competitive environments in the financial world (e.g., portfolio and fund managers) or elsewhere (e.g., launching new products or services, competitions in sports or for jobs, etc.)? Our paradigm provides a useful framework for considering these issues.

CONCLUSION

Our empirical results suggest that, when market volatility increases, low-skilled analysts exhibit greater risk taking by making forecasts that deviate more from consensus. Although the explicit processes underlying our findings should be addressed in future research, our results are robust to several control variables, alternative econometric estimations, and measures of skill and market uncertainty. Moreover, our findings also provide novel proxies for analysts’ skill in forecasting. Specifically, observing how much bolder an analyst becomes during times of high uncertainty can signal the analyst’s skill level and predict future accuracy beyond traditional measures of skill based on analysts’ past performance.
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